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Why protesters are taking a stand against
climate change during a soccer match ?

It happened when Everton and Newcastle met the 17th March 2022 
for a football match in Premier League, Louis McKechnie an english

protester who take part of the organisation Just Stop Oil, he tied
himself to a goalpost to take a stand against climate change, but two

points of view were etablished, the one of Just Stop Oil, an 
organisation who act against climate change, and the point of view of 

the Premier League. 



The Different Opinion
The first opinion is the one of Just Stop Oil, the young men zip tied
himself to a goalpost during a match because this kind of protestation 
is a non-violent civil resistance and because it is during a football 
match recorded in live in front of millions of spectators, it can impact 
many people about the climatic emergency. “I believe as many people 
as possible need to know what a possible future holds,” McKechnie
said.

The second opinion is the one of the Premier League, of course the 
foundation disagree with Just Stop Oil and said « It’s not the right 
place and the right moment to protest. » in fact the the zip used by 
the protester was reinforced with steel and it took 10 minutes for the 
security to free the protester. Also the way this person act (with a zip 
around the neck) gave a bad image for the championship. 



Conclusion

To conclude this act of militantism has been done to protest against
fossil fuels but the english football fans and the premier leaugue

disagree with this act because it interrupted the game. This act won’t
have an impact for the ecology and today, McKechnie regret his action.



Source

https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/just-stop-oil-
football-b2044254.html

https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-60795041

https://www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/just-stop-oil-football-b2044254.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-60795041









































